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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

(Alexandria Division)

VERISIGN, INC.,

Plaintiff,
v.

XYZ.COM, LLC, et al.

Defendants.

Case No. 1:14-cv-01749-CMH-
MSN

PLAINTIFF’S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE
TO ADMIT DEFENDANTS’ ADVERTISING STATEMENTS

Plaintiff VeriSign, Inc. (“Verisign”), through counsel, hereby replies in support of its

Motion in Limine to Admit Defendants’ Advertising Statements.

1. In this case, Verisign alleges that Defendants used false or misleading

representations of fact in promotional communications. On August 20, 2015, the parties filed

their list of trial exhibits (ECF Nos. 217, 219). Verisign listed 446 potential exhibits, and

Defendants listed 259 potential exhibits. Later that day, at the Final Pretrial Conference the

Court asked the parties to present their case “efficiently.”

2. Verisign will have limited time to address issues of authenticity and foundation

for each of the 64 exemplars of the advertising statements at issue with a live witness in front of

the jury. Such issues are thus more efficiently presented in a pretrial motion that seeks to address

the admissibility of direct quotes of Defendants’ own statements.

3. Defendants ask the Court to reject consideration of the admissibility of these

exhibits until they are introduced. They also raise a laundry list of objections, but many were not

even raised in their initial objections filed on August 31, 2015. (ECF 245).
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I. CONTRARY TO DEFENDANTS’ CLAIM, VERISIGN DID NOT “EDIT” ANY
OF THE STATEMENTS OR TAKE THEM OUT OF CONTEXT

4. Each of the statements in Exhibit A are direct quotes from the referenced

document. Verisign is submitting a binder along with this filing that contains each of the 64

documents referenced in Exhibit A so that the Court may make its own determination as to

whether the statements are “edited” or “presented out of context.” ECF 272, at 2.

5. If Verisign’s motion is granted, the jury will have an opportunity to review the

entire document in addition to the statement in Exhibit A. ECF 260, at 2 (“Verisign proposes to

include the 64 quoted exhibits in a single binder.”). “To the extent Defendant[s] believe[] the

chart is missing pertinent material, [they] can address this issue on cross-examination or provide

a summary chart of [their] own.” United States v. Ging-Hwang Tsa, 2013 WL 6145664, at *5

(E.D. Va. Nov. 20, 2013).1

II. VERISIGN ALREADY AGREED TO REDACT THE LEGAL ARGUMENTS
AND COMMENTARY CONTAINED ON THE LIST OF STATEMENTS

6. Defendants argue that “Exhibit A contains numerous legal conclusions,” but

Verisign already stated in its moving papers that it “would redact the ‘reasons why the

statements are false’ . . . which Verisign provided only because Defendants requested this

information in discovery,” (ECF 260, at 4), so this argument is a strawman.

III. DEFENDANTS’ FOUNDATION AND AUTHENTICATION ARGUMENTS
LACK MERIT

7. Defendants attempt to prevent the Court from issuing any ruling on the

admissibility of these exhibits because “Verisign must provide actual testimony during trial

1 See also United States v. Strissel, 920 F.2d 1162, 1164 (4th Cir.1990) (per curiam) (rejecting
argument that charts were based on inaccurate information and were therefore inadmissible
because “the underlying evidence [was] admissible and available to the opponent so that a proper
cross-examination [could] be had”).
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before contested exhibits are admitted.” ECF 272, at 5. Defendants ignore the purpose of a

Motion in Limine, which is to address these issues before the trial. Guerrero v. Deane, 2012 WL

3834907, at *2 (E.D. Va. Sept. 4, 2012) (citing Luce v. United States, 469 U.S. 38, 40 n.2, 105

S.Ct. 460, 83 L.Ed.2d 443 (1984) (“The purpose of a motion in limine is to allow the trial court

to rule in advance of trial on the admissibility and relevance of certain forecasted evidence.”)

(emphasis added).

8. Defendants are merely trying to impede the efficiency of the proceedings.

Defendants have not raised any “foundation” arguments in their list of objections to Defendants’

exhibits (See ECF 245); do not challenge the authenticity of any of the statements attributed to

Daniel Negari; and most of the documents reflecting Defendants’ statements were produced by

Defendants themselves. Defendants only raise 11 objections to authentication – and two of them

(PX 3 and 9) are from Defendant Negari’s own blog) – and Verisign is in the process of

obtaining certifications of authenticity for many of these documents.

IV. THE SUMMARIZED MATERIAL IS SUFFICIENTLY VOLUMINOUS

9. Defendants argue that the 64 exhibits are not sufficiently voluminous, and no

summary is required. ECF 272, at 4. But when compiled separately, the documents in Verisign’s

exhibit total 392 pages. See United States v. Ging-Hwang Tsoa, 2013 WL 6145664, at *5 (E.D.

Va. Nov. 20, 2013) (finding a “handful of settlement statements and loan applications that total

‘less than 100 pages’” met the “voluminous” prong under Rule 1006, holding “the Court has

little trouble concluding that the summarized material in this case is ‘voluminous’ within the

meaning of Rule 1006.”).
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V. DEFENDANTS’ REQUEST TO CROSS EXAMINE VERISIGN’S LAWYER
ILLUSTRATES THE PROBLEM

10. Summaries are used to avoid inconvenience and a waste of time by presenting

evidence of the contents of voluminous writings in abbreviated form. 6 Weinstein’s Federal

Evidence 1006.02, 1006-5 (2d ed., 2004). Defendants Opposition reflects an intent to raise every

conceivable objection and process. In their Opposition, Defendants state: “If the Court were to

consider admitting Exhibit A, Defendants are entitled to cross-examine the lawyer who drafted

Exhibit A about its contents.” As noted, Exhibit A contains direct quotes from Defendants. This

is not like a summary that reflects calculations where cross examination is appropriate.

Defendant’s comment suggests an intent to overuse blocking strategies in a way that impedes the

efficiency necessary in this Court.

VI. DEFENDANTS’ REMAINING OBJECTIONS LACK MERIT

11. Defendants broadly cite to Rule 401, 403, and 801, but do not attempt to explain

how the documents could possibly be irrelevant, overly prejudicial, or hearsay. This is because

they have no basis to do so.

12. None of these statements are being admitted for the truth of the matter asserted –

Versign alleges that these are false statements and as a result they are classic non-hearsay. See

United States v. McDonnell, 64 F. Supp. 3d 783, 800 (E.D. Va. 2014) (email from defendant’s

employee made within the scope of employment relationship and offered against defendant at

trial was non-hearsay under Fed. R. Evid. 801(d)(2)(D)); see also Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 454 F. Supp. 2d 966, 973-74 (C.D. Cal. 2006) (holding that emails

sent from employees during the relevant time and emails sent from a corporate email address are

non-hearsay admissions by a party opponent; that emails offered to establish state of mind were

admissible non-hearsay)
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13. These are statements made by the Defendants themselves in their capacity

representing XYZ. See also Walden v. Seaworld Parks & Entm't, Inc., No. 4:11CV113, 2012

WL 4050176, at *2 (E.D. Va. May 31, 2012) (denying motion to exclude exhibits, holding “both

parties miss that the proffered exhibit is simply not hearsay. . . . [I]t is clear that this document

constitutes an admission of a party opponent, expressly excluded from the definition of hearsay

under Rule 801(d)(2) of the Federal Rules of Evidence.”).

14. Defendants’ 64 statements in Exhibit A fall into five categories. An examination

of Exhibit A shows that the statements Defendants made in each category are very similar to – or

direct copies of – each other, reflecting a coordinated and consistent messaging campaign.

Defendants are attempting to quibble at a few of these statements in an effort to handicap

Verisign’s efforts to demonstrate the scope of their false advertising and to demonstrate that

these are not isolated utterances but instead widespread and intentional pushing out of consistent

and repeated advertising claims. This is highly relevant and reliable evidence that should not be

cloaked in secrecy by use of meritless evidentiary blocking.

15. As an alternative, to the extent the Court requires Verisign to lay additional

foundation based on any of Defendants’ objections, Verisign still requests permission to refer to

Exhibit A in opening statement as a demonstrative. Verisign will lay any and all foundation

required by the Court at trial.

WHEREFORE, Verisign respectfully requests that the Court overrule Defendants’

objections and admit Exhibit A and the 64 documents identified in Exhibit A, and permit Exhibit

A to be used as a summary and demonstrative, including for opening statement and closing

argument and examinations.
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Dated: September 10, 2015 Respectfully submitted,

/s/
Randall K. Miller (VSB No. 70672)
Nicholas M. DePalma (VSB No. 72886)
VENABLE LLP
8010 Towers Crescent Drive, Suite 300
Tysons Corner, VA 22182
Phone: (703) 905-1404 / Facsimile: (703) 821-8949
rkmiller@venable.com
nmdepalma@venable.com

Counsel to Plaintiff VeriSign, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 10th day of September, 2015, I will electronically file the
foregoing with the Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF system, which will then send a notification
of such filing (NEF) to the following:

Timothy J. Battle
524 King Street
Alexandria, VA 22320-4593
(703) 836-1216 Tel
(703) 549-3335 Fax
Email: tjbattle@verizon.net

Derek A. Newman
Newman Du Wors, LLP
100 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 940
Santa Monica, CA 90401
310.359.8188 Tel
310.359.8190 Fax
Email: dn@newmanlaw.com

Counsel to Defendants XYZ.COM, LLC and Daniel Negari

/s/
Randall K. Miller (VSB No. 70672)
Nicholas M. DePalma (VSB No. 72886)
VENABLE LLP
8010 Towers Crescent Drive, Suite 300
Tysons Corner, VA 22182
Phone: (703) 905-1404
Facsimile: (703) 821-8949
rkmiller@venable.com
nmdepalma@venable.com

Counsel to Plaintiff VeriSign, Inc.
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